Hotel Concept Handbook

— A handbook for aspiring and established hoteliers in search of a creative fix for their property.
The hospitality industry is anything but dull. Each year brings with it a bounty of exciting destinations, revolutionary new hotels and glamorous renovations. As we enter a new decade, the number of international tourists is continually rising, and new hotels keep popping up to soak up the growing demand. But whereas the challenges of the previous 20 years were mainly tied to one overarching paradigm shift – digitisation – the decade ahead brings with it a number of industry-disrupting trends that are changing what it means to be a hotelier.

10 years ago, hoteliers were still wondering if they should invest in in-room Wi-Fi (yes) and charge guests extra for the service (no). What has them biting their nails now is whether or not to become retailers, neighbourhood cafes, coworking spaces or art galleries. Every part of the hotel business, from changing customer expectations to interior design and zoning, is being challenged. The traditional selling-rooms-and-breakfast business model no longer reflects what it means to manage a hotel. Hence the need for a new unifying concept.

In this context, hoteliers need clarity and insight, which is precisely why we have developed the Hotel Concept Handbook, in association with Ecole hôtelière de Lausanne (EHL). Building on our experience working for both leading hospitality brands and independent hoteliers, we have put together a guide presenting the major trends that affect the industry, from retail convergence to community integration. The handbook features a presentation of our very own Hotel Concept Framework to help hoteliers better adapt to their complex and ever-changing environment. The framework, developed by Creative Supply, has been used to create winning hotel concepts for our customers. For hoteliers, it helps to create integrated, compelling concepts that attract the interest of guests and industry professionals alike by linking storytelling to operations or design. Proof of its success, our Hotel Concept Framework is now taught every year to students at EHL, one of the leading hospitality and management schools in the world.

This handbook is the ultimate hands-on guide for ambitious hoteliers who want to create or refine their hotel concept, and challenge today’s vision of hospitality — complete with case studies showing the Hotel Concept Framework in action. We hope you will enjoy reading it, and look forward to your feedback.

Introduction
Mise en Place

Why this handbook?
There are two main types of hospitality publications. On one side, beautiful coffee table books filled with pictures of iconic hotels show an attractive if incomplete panorama of the best in hotel design. Opposite them you find technical publications, useful manuals that explain the inner workings of a hotel in detail, from construction and service standards to yield management and pricing models. We wanted to bring together both the hotel design and hotel management worlds to tackle a transversal subject: the hotel concept. This handbook is an effort to bridge the two disciplines and offer hoteliers informative, useful and inspiring content they can use when designing or renovating a property.

“We wanted to bring together the worlds of hotel design and management”

Who is it for?
This handbook will prove equally useful to independent hoteliers and small hotel chains looking for strategic guidance, and to big hotel companies looking to improve their hotel experience. Our versatile Hotel Concept Framework can be used for both new builds and renovations, and even as a benchmarking tool to validate or refine an existing hotel concept.

What is a hotel concept?
Many hotels rely solely on interior designers for the development of their hotel concept. But a hotel cannot thrive on design alone. A hotel concept goes beyond aesthetics and integrates all the constituent elements of hotel operation into a coherent and compelling whole. Starting with its unique story, it defines what a hotel looks like, what services it offers, how it presents and markets itself and how its staff interacts with guests.

What are the benefits of having a hotel concept?
A well-executed hotel concept offers many benefits in both development and operating phases. Here are just a few:
- Alignment between stakeholders around a shared vision
- A price premium on room rates and extras
- A coherent and compelling guest experience
- A reduction in PR and marketing costs, as concept-led hotels are inherently easier to market
- An attractive opportunity for talented staff to join an exciting and meaningful project
- A marketable platform for investors and partners when pitching the project

What's inside the handbook?
Our Hotel Concept Handbook is split into three parts. In the first, you will discover some of the defining trends shaping the hospitality industry, and how they can affect or influence a hotel concept. The second part revolves squarely around the Hotel Concept Framework: what it is, how it works, and how you can use it to create or refine your own hotel concept. The last part of the handbook is a practical application of the Hotel Concept Framework. Here, we explore 5 successful hotel concepts and use the framework to break down their formula for success.
Part 1
Trends and Opportunities

From a meditation app competing with a spa to a hotel encouraging its guests to save coral reefs, the hospitality industry has never been so vivacious. We’ve pinpointed five emerging trends that present both opportunities and threats for hotel concept development.
Industry Dematerialisation

Every hotel outlet is now being disrupted by a digital equivalent. That’s not necessarily a bad thing for hoteliers.

For centuries, the core of the hotel business has been essentially the same everywhere. Sell rooms, check in the guests, serve breakfast and check them out. But now Online Travel Agencies (OTAs) have taken over the booking element, apps like Deliveroo and Uber Eats offer a myriad of breakfast, lunch and dining options, and Airbnb is challenging even the room portion of the business. This disruption has forced hoteliers to rethink their value proposition around a simple question: what can I offer that these digital upstarts can’t?

One answer to this question has been to provide guests with unique on-site experiences. These can exist in many forms, but they should all tie into the hotel concept. Most importantly, they must be hard to replicate, be it by rival hotels or Airbnb-type platforms. Take French Theory, a new hotel recently opened on Paris’s Left Bank. The hotel showcases its ties with France’s music scene via a number of outlets including in-house LP players and a basement “Audio Lab” featuring a listening room and a recording studio. Guests can book the studio, or just sit back and enjoy as visiting musicians launch an impromptu jam session (later streamed on the hotel’s Spotify channel). In Kyoto, the BnA Alter Museum has combined hotel and art gallery, adorning all their rooms with works by local artists. The hotel also offers residency programmes and art-related events for guests and locals alike. If an experience is unique (at least locally), matches with the hotel concept, and can be monetised, then it can bring value to a property.

The other option is to double down on service quality and operational excellence. It turns out many Airbnb users would happily trade a so-called authentic setting...
for the comforts of quality bedding and good coffee in the morning. Depending on the hotel location and its target audience, paring back the guest experience to its key components can be a winning strategy. CitizenM hotel rooms essentially consist of a bed and a shower room, but the quality of both is top-notch. Some hotels invest so much in one particular feature that it becomes a well-known part of the brand, as is the case with Westin’s Heavenly Bed: a bed so successful it is now its own independent brand, available for purchase online. The bottom line here is that not all hotels have to provide dozens of amenities (dog spas, water sommeliers, …). As long as the guest expectations are fulfilled, that can be enough. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hotel outlet and services</th>
<th>Digital equivalent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Airbnb, Couchsurfing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservation</td>
<td>Booking.com, Skyscanner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concierge desk</td>
<td>TripAdvisor, Google Maps, E-concierge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room service</td>
<td>Uber Eats, Deliveroo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxi / airport transfer</td>
<td>Uber, Lyft, BlaBlaCar, Taxify, Kabbee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobby</td>
<td>WeWork, Anticafé, Hubsy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-room entertainment</td>
<td>Netflix, Youtube, Instagram, iPad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room telephone</td>
<td>WhatsApp, FaceTime, Skype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting space</td>
<td>Zoom, Gotomeeting, Google Hangout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newspaper service</td>
<td>News apps, Magster, Flipboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicycle rental</td>
<td>Lime, Bird, Donkey Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wellness activities</td>
<td>Happify, Headspace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitness</td>
<td>Freeletics, Limowell, MyFitnessPal, Nike Run Club</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Balancing Facts and Emotions

Retail and Hospitality Convergence

Hotels and retail companies are finally realising that they have a lot in common. It’s time for hotels to harness that potential.

Hospitality retail was once little more than a lobby corner shop and some display windows. But in recent years, hotels have started to see the marketing and revenue potential retail presents. When it launched in 2006, the Hoxton Hotel London’s front desk, which doubles as a retail counter, was a pioneer. Since then, brands like 25hours and W Hotels have gone to great lengths to integrate retail into their value proposition.

An increasing number of new real estate developments are bringing retail and hospitality closer together. It makes sense. Both activities aim to optimise revenue per square meter and offer an immersive customer experience. The lavish reopening of La Samaritaine in Paris by the LVMH group in 2020 features a department store operated by duty-free specialist DFS alongside a Cheval Blanc hotel, thus making full use of the available space. And existing hotels are not waiting on the sidelines: Italy’s iconic Pellicano hotel group partnered with luxury e-tailer MATCHESFASHION in the summer of 2019 to provide a pop-up store aboard a 1930s yacht, servicing the group’s three Italian properties and offering an exciting experience to their guests.

“Hotels have started to see the marketing and revenue potential retail presents.”

The MUJI Hotel in Ginza is the brand’s second foray into hospitality, and its first in Japan.
Retail companies use hotels to contextualise their offering and engage their customers in a less transactional way.

As customer expectations towards hotels evolve, the traditional model in which rooms create revenue and facilities serve as support is fading. And whilst hotels will continue to rely on their rooms as their main revenue source, a thoughtful retail strategy can help drive the overall perceived value of a hotel — and offer a welcomed additional revenue stream.

Many retail companies have actually ventured into the hotel business in an effort to contextualise their products and engage their customers in a less transactional, more meaningful way. Within the past two decades, fashion and jewellery brands Armani, Fendi and Bulgari have all opened hotels, as have home decor companies Muji and Maisons du Monde. Hoteliers, however, have been slow to do the opposite. Compared to these concepts with strong individual identities, chains like Westin and Hilton are missing an opportunity to assert who they are, and create a full brand universe.
Rethinking Distribution

Global distribution is no longer a competitive advantage for hotels. New channels are necessary.

“When online travel agencies (OTAs) arrived at the turn of the millennium, they levelled the playing field between big global brands and local hoteliers. A 3-room B&B in the Alps or a family-run Italian osteria could enjoy the same online visibility as a Marriott or a Mercure hotel, attracting customers from all over the world. But now, every hotel uses the same tools for distribution and OTAs have become a commodity. That means it’s once again harder for smaller hotels or chains to stand out against big brands. To make matters worse, standard layouts and quantitative search criteria (number of stars, room price, average user reviews) are making it even harder for hotels to showcase their unique attributes.”

The owners of La Bandita Countryhouse like to rely on word-of-mouth as much as on traditional listings for bookings.
To stand apart from the crowd, hoteliers must now seek out new distribution channels. Some have benefitted from the rise in niche travel guides from the likes of Wallpaper, Monocle or Louis Vuitton. Others have started using local partners with complementary offerings as ambassadors. The Waldhotel at the Bürgenstock resort near Lake Lucerne in Switzerland has partnered with renowned private clinics in the area, who refer their patients to the hotel. In Amsterdam, the Student Hotel relies in part on referrals from local demand generators such as universities and student guides. This type of strategy helps hotels ground themselves in the local scene, offering a more authentic experience and creating new revenue streams tied to local visitors.

Affinity-based referencing is another way for hoteliers to stand out, especially when they have a strong concept. For instance, road trip enthusiasts booking a vintage van on Washington-based platform PacWesty are encouraged to stay at the Kimpton Hotel Vintage in Seattle before or after their trip. Virgin hotels are active on local Reddit forums, offering advice on activities, attractions — and where to stay, of course. Social media apps such as Pinterest and Instagram have also become ideal outlets for hotels to advertise, providing more creative control over the experience than with OTAs. So long as they can be tied back to the hotel concept, these new outlets can boost a hotel’s perceived value, reach a more qualitative audience and increase direct reservations.
Community Integration

It is not just customers who crave a sense of community. Hotels need to belong, too.

Belonging is an existential human need. On the famous Maslow pyramid of needs, belonging ranks third, just after physiological and safety needs. When traveling, our modern, connected lifestyles offer countless options for networking or for unearthing “local gems” — yet many travellers feel isolated when visiting a new city.

“Belonging is an existential human need.”

Soho House is reinventing the members’ club experience for the millenial generation.

“Many travellers feel isolated when visiting a new city.”
To capitalise on this need, savvy hoteliers have devised concepts that heavily market a community aspect. Brands like the Hoxton, Soho House and the Devonshire Club in London have built a cult following on the premise of offering accommodation to a community of like-minded people. They provide spaces for guests to meet and work together, and activities linked to the interests of their well-defined audience. Soho House has taken things one step further, only accepting new members if they have been co-opted, like a traditional members’ club. The final step in this version of the community experiment is co-living, where guests share living units for weeks, months or even years at a time. Once reserved for so-called “digital nomads” living for a few months at an Outpost in Bali or Cambodia, co-living is gradually attracting followers in large, expensive cities, with companies like Roam offering multiple locations from San Francisco to Tokyo. But guests aren’t the only ones who need to connect with their surroundings. Hotels that manage to become a hub for their city or neighbourhood can offer a more immersive experience to their out-of-town guests, while generating new revenue streams thanks to local demand. In Paris’ 10th arrondissement, Le Grand Quartier aspires to do just that, combining a hotel, a café, shops and a workspace under the same roof.

Successful communities are connected by a golden thread. It can be a place, a shared belief or an aspiration, but it has to be defined. Conversely, that means some people will feel left out. Hotels have to resist the need to be “everything to everyone”, lest they lose that sense of belonging.
Authentic Immersion

As the world reaches new heights of mass-tourism, it’s time for hotels to finally be different.

We live in an age of unprecedented freedom when it comes to travel, and low-cost airlines and online deals have made most corners of the world easily accessible. But instead of diversity, a cursory look at social media brings up the same pictures of infinity pools overlooking Bondi Beach, hot air balloons in the skies of Cappadocia and forlorn maiko – geishas in training – hurrying along the streets of Kyoto. A 2017 study by rental home insurer Schofields found that 40% of millennial UK travellers consider “instagramability” a deciding factor when it comes to picking a travel destination.

Hotels have been adapting, changing their interior design, amenities and activities to reflect popular trends, with no link to their own unique concept. Discovery, escapism and relaxation – what made traveling exciting in the first place – are being replaced by bucket lists, must-sees and like counters. Predictably, however, hotels that blindly follow social media trends are doomed to become very passé, very fast.

“‘instagramability’ is a deciding factor when picking a travel destination”

Food can be a powerful way to bond with a local cuisine and terroir, when hotel menus go beyond club sandwiches and avocado toasts.

The Instagram account @instarepeat pokes fun at the growing uniformisation of travel.

The vegetal wall at the Hoxton Hotel is a perfect selfie background.
Seeking to avoid the masses of tourists on the hunt for a viral post, a growing number of leisure travellers are fleeing popular destinations in favour of more everyday or obscure discoveries. The rise of agritourism, where guests can reconnect with traditional nature and food, is an example of this. Coombeshead Farm in Cornwall lets guests forage their own food from the grounds, and offers breadmaking and butchery classes as well. Dark tourism, a concept where travellers discover forgotten or tragic moments of history, offers another unique perspective while advocating education and remembrance.

Hoteliers eschewing the bright lights of civilisation have also found new demand from travellers wishing to disconnect, sometimes literally. Astro-tourism lets guests rediscover the beauty of the clear night sky, unobstructed by light pollution. The Sheldon chalet, located deep within Alaska’s Denali National Park pairs pristine skies with a full digital detox — zero internet, zero cell reception. Whether it’s finding a unique perspective on an apparently mundane destination or offering a few days of total seclusion, immersion travel allows hoteliers to fully leverage their surroundings.
The Changing Role of Hotels

While it may seem the hospitality industry is under attack from all sides, the reality is more nuanced. The pool of potential customers has never been higher, with a projected 1.8 billion international tourists by 2030, or roughly 5 million per day. Those figures even take into account some of the predicted consequences of climate change, from endangered destinations like Venice and the Maldives to social stigma toward carbon-heavy tourism. Spoiled for choice yet looking to inject more meaning into their travels, tourists will be looking beyond OTAs when it comes to destination travel and searching for hotels they feel connected to. Above and beyond a (very) comfortable bed, hotels will have to provide impactful, sustainable and rewarding experiences, in order to stay afloat amidst the ever-intensifying competition from new apps and websites. This new and ambivalent context calls for adaptability, and hoteliers are being faced with the challenge of rethinking their entire offering to forge a clearly defined concept that brings personality and coherence to their property. Read on to discover how to create that concept.

28 The ground floor of the hotel koé in Tokyo is a large cafe-bar-bakery that helps draw outside customers.  
29 Muji’s new Ginza outpost brings stylish, affordable hospitality to Tokyo’s most exclusive neighbourhood.  
30 La Bandita Countryhouse in Tuscany blurs the line between hotel, B&B, and holiday rental.  
31 Soho House is reinventing the members’ club experience for the millennial generation, from New York to Istanbul.
Part 2  
Hotel Concept Framework

At Creative Supply, we are passionate about hospitality. Whether it's working with ambitious hoteliers all over the world, or sharing our experience with young hospitality professionals, we feel strongly about making the world a more hospitable place. The Hotel Concept Framework was born as a result of this focus and, in this part, we explain how it works, why it's so useful, and raise a few questions to bear in mind while working on your own hotel concept.
The Hotel Concept Framework is made up of 7 components that cover all aspects of designing and running a hotel: Story, People, Space, Identity, Services, Content and Channels. Starting from the central story, components are interconnected and work side by side to build a unique, coherent whole.
Story

The story is both the starting point and the golden thread running through your concept.

Definition

The Story lies at the heart of our Hotel Concept Framework. It defines the role of a hotel as well as its aspirations. In other words, your story conveys why guests should stay at your property, beyond just getting a room and breakfast. Having a good story presents a number of clear advantages:

— A story lasts virtually forever and can evolve.
— A story is hard to copy and can increase awareness around your property.
— A story is inexpensive to create, in relation to the overall cost of building or renovating a hotel.
— A story can trigger an emotional response and decrease price sensitivity.
— A story is engaging and gives journalists a reason to follow you over the years.

Key considerations

To create an engaging – and lasting – story, it is important to make it the starting point of your concept building process. The story is like a golden thread connecting all the components of your concept, hence the importance of having a clear picture of it before working on the rest. A story should consider the hotel’s customer segments, staff and management, as well as its location and infrastructure. For instance, centring a story around avant-garde street art would not be consistent with an airport hotel run by conservative founders.

Questions to ask

1. What is the role of your hotel for your customers, employees and partners?
2. Is there an idea at the core of everything you do?
3. Are all aspects of the customer experience aligned with your hotel story?
4. How do you present your hotel to journalists and customers? Do you only talk about its interior design?

Watch out for

It’s important not to confuse story and theme. Themed hotels try to recreate a set universe (mainly through design), but few of them take the time to work on their story. A champagne-themed or sailing-themed hotel might appeal to some one-time guests, but how often would you want to visit? A good story does not have to be literal, but it must be engaging. Over time and with the passage of guests, it will ripen and evolve.

“A story conveys why guests should stay at your hotel, beyond the bed and breakfast.”
French Theory is a new hybrid hospitality concept that recently opened their first hotel in Paris. We helped develop a story that revolves around rekindling the cultural appeal of the Parisian Left Bank, with a focus on music and art. It encourages guests to “live creative moments”. Experiences tied to the story are built into every aspect of the hotel, from in-room art by local artists to a basement hi-fi listening room and recording studio.

The story of Terrass Hotel in Paris builds on its artistic heritage, as well as that of the Montmartre neighbourhood. The successful rebranding of the Terrass Hotel has turned the location into a hotspot for local and international artists.
People

Hotels might sell rooms, but relationships are the real currency.

Definition

The People component of the framework encompasses all the people who play a part in your hotel concept. That means: your employees, your guests, your partners and, to a certain extent, your investors. Together, they bring your concept to life. In most hotel concepts, people are at the core of all interactions.

“People are at the core of all hotel interactions.”

Key considerations

The people you hire and collaborate with must all feel connected to your story. A hotel that tells a story about “connecting people and ideas” could involve local entrepreneurs, academics and venture capitalists. A hotel wishing to “lead people to better health” may partner with medical professionals, yoga studios or fitness coaches. You should also define who your core target customer group is (the people who connect perfectly to your story) early on. It will help you make decisions about all other aspects of your hotel concept. For example, a hotel centred around art and culture should have a core customer base made up of art curators, gallerists and journalists, and create experiences tailored to that group.

Questions to ask

1. Who is your aspirational target group?
2. What common interests, social ambitions or passions do your guests and employees share?
3. How are your guests encouraged to interact with your hotel staff?
4. Are you aligning the people you hire with the concept of your hotel?

Watch out for

All too often, managing people is seen as a purely operational issue, primarily centred around skill training to increase quality and consistency of service. But intangible elements, like beliefs and shared values, can also significantly impact the customer experience.

The Good Hotel in London partners with local yoga studios for classes, tying into the hotel’s commitment to supporting local business.

The Good Hotel in London has implemented a scheme to train and recruit former long-term unemployed local workers into its staff.
**Focus**

**Hotel Europe**
Zurich, Switzerland

The Hotel Europe in Zurich has been an independent, family-run hotel for generations, something the owners and staff take pride in. We helped the owners put this legacy at the centre of their concept, and position their property as an authentic, historical hotel with a strong family feel.

The Kramer family has been running the Hotel Europe in Zurich for generations, giving it a more homely feel.

**Focus**

**Good Hotel**
London, UK

Opened in 2016, London’s Good Hotel delivers a strong message: “premium hospitality with a cause”. This translates into offering skills training to former long-term unemployed local workers, giving them a chance to reintegrate into society. They also partner with independent suppliers to support the local economy. As a result, the Good Hotel naturally attracts guests who value social enterprises.

Stemming from the belief that all businesses should be social businesses, the hotel continually reinvests its profits into societal development projects in London and abroad.

The Good Group, which operates the Good Hotel, believes that everything they do should be “good for the body, good for the planet, and good for sharing”.

...
Space

There is more to hotel design than stunning interiors.

Definition

In our model, the Space component relates to the physical makeup of the hotel. It encompasses the zoning, the customer flow of a hotel, as well as its interior design. A hotel space must match with its core story: a “rebel story hotel” should be designed differently than “a conservative elite hotel”.

“Your hotel space must be aligned with your core story.”

Key considerations

Zoning is the first and most essential step to planning your hotel space, as it greatly impacts the customer experience. Different spaces have different purposes and require sensible placing: a quiet library space will not do well if located next to a busy restaurant or hotel bar. Refining your customer flow allows guests to circulate smoothly between different zones, which reduces stress and can create new opportunities for generating revenue. Interior design should come last in the space design process. The brief should consider the story, as well as both zoning and customer flow. Integrating these variables upstream of the design process lets interior designers focus on aesthetic quality to bring your story to life with the right combination of furniture pieces, textiles, materials and decorative objects.

Watch out for

Consider cultural and social norms when designing a space. Narrow corridors and dim lighting will encourage your guests to be quiet, while a bar area with high stools and loud music will encourage social interaction.

Questions to ask

1. Does the zoning of your hotel consider the overall customer flow?
2. How can you use interior design to tell your hotel’s story?
3. How does your physical environment make your guests feel?
4. Are you optimising every square metre of your hotel?

The ground floor of the hotel koé in Tokyo is a large café-bar-bakery that helps draw outside customers.

The concept store at Le Grand Quartier is located right at the entrance of the hotel, helping to draw local shoppers inside to discover the hotel.
Focus
hotel koé
Tokyo, Japan

The hotel koé in Shibuya, Tokyo, is a great example of mindful spatial design. Their hotel concept revolves around “new basics for new culture”, merging hospitality, retail, food and entertainment under one roof. The space has been designed to balance efficiency and revenue generation with guest privacy and comfort: the ground floor houses a bar-restaurant-bakery space that draws in outside traffic. Above, the first floor is dedicated to Koé’s eponymous fashion label, while the hotel reception and rooms are located on the upper floors. This protects guests from the hustle and bustle of the street below.

Focus
Le Grand Quartier
Paris, France

For our client Le Grand Quartier, an 83-room Parisian property aiming to become a neighbourhood hotspot, we reworked the traditional zoning of a hotel. The reception is generally a focal point, visible from the entrance. Instead, we moved it to the side, allowing local visitors to enter the Grand Quartier without even realising it’s a hotel and encouraging them to use the communal spaces, which include a cafe, a shop, meeting spaces and a lounge area.

The minimalist private lounge at the hotel koé in Tokyo is a hidden gem, accessible only to guests.

koé started out as a fashion label, before successfully branching out into hospitality. Guests and visitors are encouraged to browse through the collections during their visit.

With its diverse mix of spaces, Le Grand Quartier in Paris feels more like a pocket neighbourhood than a hotel.
Identity
People do judge a book by its cover — be ambitious about your hotel’s look and feel.

Definition
The Identity element in the framework encompasses all the graphic, verbal and sensorial aspects of a hotel concept. From corridor signage to website layout and up to the hold music, each and every ingredient is an opportunity for a hotel to assert its unique identity. Since these items are experienced by guests before, during and after their stay, the identity they express must be fully coherent with the story of your hotel.

“The identity must be fully coherent with the story of your hotel.”

Key considerations
Visual identity plays a particularly important role in creating an identity. It also contributes to your hotel’s perceived value: stellar website design is good advertising in and out of itself. The visual identity you develop also extends to the content you create. Your Instagram posts, trade show banners, YouTube videos – make sure that your content is always “on-brand”. Repetition and consistency will help ingrain your concept into the minds of your customers. An often overlooked but highly effective way to build a special connection with your guests is your sensorial identity. The scent of fresh croissants in the morning might convince a guest not to skip breakfast. Replacing the complimentary chocolate by a local delicacy may create an extra connection with your surroundings. Even the choice of toilet paper can have unexpected effects on your guests’ wellbeing.

Watch out for
Clichés and stereotypes can ruin an otherwise authentic experience. Be sure to avoid pictures of soulless city views — or worse, stock images – and do not use local landmarks as a replacement for a hotel logo. Sensorial experiences need to be subtle too. A funky playlist can enliven your bar in the evening, but is likely to drive away guests if it’s playing the next day at breakfast. Pay particular attention to the smell and composition of bathroom products: nothing ruins a good shower like blatantly artificial fragrances and a dry scalp.

Questions to ask
1. Do your hotel name and visual identity match with your hotel story?
2. Does your hotel stimulate all five senses? Does it have its own smell? Its own sound?
3. What is your hotel’s tone of voice?
4. Is your identity timeless or just trendy?

The Fife Arms hotel in Scotland hired a skilled craftswoman to create a signature tartan and tweed for the property interiors and staff uniforms.

From coasters to “Do Not Disturb” tags, almost any surface can be used to subtly push your unique identity.
Focus

STAGE
Paris, France

STAGE, at our client property the Terrass’ Hôtel in Paris, blurs the line between event and community space. Its modular layout serves to host Sunday brunches, children’s activities and corporate meetings. To translate this innovative story graphically, we created an original and playful visual identity. We designed the logo using the Terrass’ Hôtel’s typography and developed a series of colorful brush patterns to express the creative and versatile nature of the space.

Visitors at the STAGE can hope to walk away with one of their signature totes bags, which serve as both a nice souvenir and a walking advertisement for the space.

The playful visual identity of the STAGE is a playful riff on the one developed for the Terrass’ Hôtel.

The Fife Arms
Braemar, UK

The Fife Arms Hotel is a luxury hotel in the Scottish Highlands, housed in a restored Victorian coach inn. It boasts a consistent identity across all touch points and a story about connecting heritage, hospitality and contemporary art. Everything from their website to their luggage labels has been designed or curated to fit with the hotel concept. The hotel even created its very own Scottish tartan, used for staff uniforms and bed covers. To complete the picture, staff are encouraged to speak with a strong Scottish accent to keep the original soul of the place alive.

Stationery is a useful and inexpensive way to display a hotel’s identity. At the Fife Arms, the sheer range of stationery matches the hotel’s maximalist design ethos and quirky personality.

The Fife Arms hotel in Scotland has devised a whimsical and visually striking way to store its room keys: colourful fake books that give the reception area a library feel.
Services

Water sommeliers are not necessary for a hotel to work. Good Wi-Fi is.

Definition
The framework’s Services component covers the services and amenities offered to guests before, during and after their stay. Spanning everything from the essential (Wi-Fi, housekeeping) to the exotic (dog concierge, selfie assistant), services offer a myriad of possibilities for guest interactions, and help enrich the customer experience. Of course, services that tie in with your hotel story are particularly valuable, as they can strengthen your overall concept. In-room poker sets and whisky tastings will bring a distinctive appeal to a hotel whose story revolves around “great times with friends.”

Key considerations
When building a hotel concept, the level of services offered is an important consideration. Depending on your positioning and target audience, you could settle on anything from the barebone experience of a no-frills hostel or motel to the “your-wish-is-my-command” approach of some palace hotels.

The degree of technology is also important. While a free – and reliable – Wi-Fi connection is now considered a commodity in most hotels, some establishments also offer Bluetooth speakers, connected TVs with Netflix or Apple TV, or chatbot concierges available anytime, anywhere. It’s important to consider which of these services actually add value for your guests, and whether they make sense in relation to the story. Signature services are often exclusive to a specific hotel or location. When devised as an extension of the hotel story, they can leave a lasting impression on the customer and generate great PR value. For instance, a wilderness retreat could offer a digital detox kit for guests wishing to reconnect with nature.

Watch out for
Start with the basics. It doesn’t matter how exhaustive your service catalogue is, if the bedroom is dirty or the water cold, your customers won’t be back. Structure your offering with different service levels, from essential to nice-to-have, and make sure you deliver on what you promise. In a similar logic, always stop to consider how your services match with your story, your positioning and your audience. A good service offering should be an investment, not a burden.

Questions to ask
1. Map out all possible service touchpoints in your customer journey. Which ones are indispensable? Which ones can you do without?
2. Did you define standards for service excellence? How are you empowering your staff to deliver on them?
3. Do you have a signature service that expresses your hotel story?

“Consider which services actually add value to the guest experience.”
Focus

The Ritz Carlton Worldwide

The Ritz Carlton chain empowers its employees by allowing them to spend up to $2,000 per guest, per incident, in order to improve or fix an aspect of the customer experience, without having to ask a higher-up for approval. This lines up perfectly with the “Ladies and Gentlemen serving Ladies and Gentlemen” story of Ritz Carlton.

Focus

CityHub
Amsterdam, Netherlands

Dutch hospitality concept CityHub fully embraces the digital age, offering a host of connected services to its young customers. Guests are provided with bracelets that both open their room door and unlock the beer taps at the hotel bar. The CityHub app lets guests interact directly with locals (the “CityHosts”) to find out about the best attractions and parties. As for internet access, free portable Wi-Fi hotspots are available to avoid hefty roaming fees.

Beyond the $2,000 rule, all customer-facing staff follow an intensive training programme in order to be able to assist customers and improve their experience.

Ritz-Carlton customers are expected to spend over $250,000 on average at the group’s properties during their lifetime, one of the reasons why staff are allowed to spend up to $2,000 to resolve any incident they might encounter during one of their stays.

The bathrooms at CityHub Amsterdam may be shared, but they feel more like premium spa or gym bathrooms than a hostel’s.

Vending machines and large, practical lockers are thoughtful additions to the CityHub communal spaces.
Content

Don’t just host your guests – create content to engage them all year round.

Definition

Our framework’s Content component defines the intellectual property and communication assets a hotel develops. These come in many forms, from website articles to a line of fashion accessories. You might have a weekly podcast series about unconventional travel destinations or perhaps a short documentary showcasing your region. Good content can help you showcase multiple facets of your story, which helps to educate your target audience, improves your brand’s reputation, and generates free press. It will also help you stay in touch with your guests even if they’ve only been to your property once.

Key considerations

When creating content, it’s important to make sure it aligns with your story and that the format is consistent with your identity. This creates a positive feedback loop around your key messages, giving a valuable boost to your visibility and reputation. You do not have to create and distribute content all by yourself. If the story you tell is compelling, it will attract attention from newspapers and influencers on the lookout for the next hidden gem. You can also leverage your local network by partnering up with associations, university students or local businesses to create content for you. If you can create value for the community, the community will help spread your name.

Watch out for

Keep in mind that content creation rarely generates instant results. You should consider it as a long-term investment that will help you secure a desirable position in the future. It’s a marathon, not a sprint.

Questions to ask

1. How can you use your story, people and space to generate engaging content?
2. What are your customers’ expectations? What do you want them to know?
3. Should your content educate, entertain or inspire?
4. Who could you collaborate with to produce content?

“The Eaton Workshop hotel in Hong Kong has curated its very own city guide to help guests discover the city.”
Focus

Eaton Workshop
Hong Kong, China – Washington D.C, USA

Eaton Workshop, a brand with hotels in Hong Kong and Washington, D.C., has mastered the art of content creation. Driven by the belief that the hospitality industry can be a “regenerative catalyst of positive impact, for guests, the local community, and the environment”, Eaton Workshop has created its very own media arm. It houses a recording studio and runs a radio station. The hotel regularly welcomes its guests to take part in radio programmes and invites artists to record soundtracks.

The Eaton Workshop Radio is popular with guests both during and after their stay.

The Standard Shop offers an array of objects, fashion pieces and cultural goods as hip as its clientele.

The “Found at the Standard” section of the store is comparatively small, with fashion and accessories taking pride of place.

Most pieces found on the Standard store are developed in collaboration with famous artists and designers.

Focus

The Standard
Worldwide

The ultra-hip Standard Hotels group, which boasts locations from New York to the Maldives, has brought content creation to a new level. Popular with the arts and fashion crowd, the brand has developed its own fashion label and frequently affiliates with artists to host installations and exhibits at its hotels. At this stage, it might be more accurate to say that The Standard is closer to a lifestyle brand than a hospitality pure player.
Channels

Your story deserves to be heard. Make sure you use the right channels.

Definition

The Channel component in our framework encompasses all digital channels as well as the real-world activities and events a hotel organises to bring their story to life. From your OTA booking page to your end-of-year theme party, channels represent all the marketing touchpoints between you and your guests.

Key considerations

Digital channels include booking platforms and social media accounts – they are crucial to hotel management. But the overwhelming amount of information available online makes it incredibly difficult to create an emotional connection with guests via these channels alone. Face-to-face interactions are hard to beat when it comes to engaging people. These elements combined will make the story come alive. Depending on your story and concept, possible activities might include a flea market, movie nights, modern art exhibitions or outdoor pilates classes. Channels can also take the form of collaborations and, in certain cases, drive direct bookings to your hotels. If you run a wellness resort, for example, you could ask yoga studios in your feeder markets to refer customers to your establishment in exchange for a commission. Turning collaborations into distribution channels works best if the hotel story matches with the partner story (shared beliefs), making the commercial nature of the relationship less obvious to customers.

Watch out for

To avoid a disconnect between strategy and operations, Story, Content and Channels should always work hand-in-hand. Inviting a jazz band to play in the lobby of your airport hotel on Saturday nights might help you sell more beer, but if jazz has no connection with your story, it won’t help strengthen your concept over the long term.

Questions to ask

1. Categorise all the communication and distribution channels you use. Are they sufficient? Do they complement each other?
2. Do you organise activities or events to attract guests and locals?
3. Are you consistently linking your story to your content and channels?

Many hotels have started partnering with yoga studios to offer guests and locals a popular wellness experience without the high costs of running a hotel spa or gym. The Christmas Chalet at the Ritz Paris is an opportunity for the hotel to display their culinary skills, and attract aspirational customers.
Focus

Generator Worldwide

Combining “affordable luxury rooms with unique social events”, hip hostel brand Generator blends digital and analogue channels to perfection. Generator organises a plethora of activities, from live concerts and karaoke nights to free walking tours, pub crawls and sporting events. These events help to engage their community, while also serving as a content source for their 100k+ followers on Instagram.

Focus

The Hoxton Worldwide

The Hoxton hotel group provides a wide range of events for its cosmopolitan and entrepreneurially-minded guests. And while events vary from location to location (basement electro parties in Paris, sustainable cocktail classes in L.A.), a handful of common signifiers help reinforce the brand story and identity (live jazz, entrepreneurial talks, etc.).

From DJ sets to movie nights, events at Generator hotels have a strong community-building vibe.

Events at Generator properties also vary from one location to the next, reflecting local tastes and preferences.

The bar at the Hoxton Paris serves as the backdrop for some of the hotel’s events.

The bars at Hoxton properties all share a reputation for excellent cocktails. By organising regular mixology classes, the Hoxton chain is able to reinforce this element of its story.
From a distance, one might think a hotel concept is nothing more than the sum of a few separate parts. A good story here, trendy design there, and a quirky social presence to wrap it all in and, voilà, you’ve got yourself a hotel concept. But hoteliers worldwide have proven that a good concept paired with excellent execution provides an experience that transcends each individual element. A good concept also provides the perfect template for sustainable growth, as new experiences serve to actualise and reinforce the concept over time.

There are countless ways to innovate and improve on a hotel experience. That’s why we hope to see hoteliers far and wide using our Hotel Concept Framework to do just that. If you have a great hotel concept you’d like to share with the hospitality world, send it our way. We’d be delighted to feature it.
Part 3
Case Studies

In this part, we put our model through its paces, taking a look at five very different hotel concepts through the lens of our Hotel Concept Framework. From a chic country retreat to a floating ex-prison and a hip resort for millennials, you’re about to discover how these properties built their concept, which elements they focused on, and how it all comes together as a whole.
Set in Paris’ iconic Latin Quarter, French Theory is a hybrid brand merging hospitality, retail and media. It features a cafe, an audio lab, a botanical room and 48 rooms, with the promise of “creative moments” for the culturally conscious.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Story</td>
<td>“Live Creative Moments”</td>
<td>French Theory provides a physical and digital space that celebrates creativity, culture and serendipity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People</td>
<td>Owners / Multicultural staff / Local creatives and artists</td>
<td>French Theory attracts culturally conscious locals and travellers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space</td>
<td>Coffee practice / Audio lab / Professor and classmate rooms / Botanical room</td>
<td>Each outlet pays tribute to the realm of art, culture and science. An open layout and unpretentious design invite visitors to flow freely from one space to the next.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity</td>
<td>Witty verbal style / Bespoke typography / Crafted illustrations / “Albert” mascot</td>
<td>A mix of witty texts and custom illustrations, the French Theory identity is tangible everywhere from the website to the bathroom tiles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td>In-room audio equipment with LP rental / Hi-fi listening and recording studio</td>
<td>The thoughtful services offered by French Theory reflect the story and boost the property’s creative and cultural credentials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Podcast / Music recordings / Spotify channel / Articles on culture, art, science and literature</td>
<td>Original songs and podcasts are recorded in the French Theory’s own Audio Lab. A curator manages several mood-specific Spotify playlists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channels</td>
<td>Dinner club / Conferences and workshops / Writing classes and book signings</td>
<td>French Theory organises a variety of intellectual and educational activities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Located in London, the Good Hotel is a premium non-profit floating hotel with an exclusive waterfront location. Upcycled from a former prison building, all 148 rooms offer modern decor with custom-made and designer furniture. The hotel prides itself on its social responsibility credentials, continually re-investing its profits in local and international community projects.

### Good Hotel

#### London, UK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Story</strong></td>
<td>Premium hospitality with a cause</td>
<td>The Good Hotel offers a premium hotel experience and the opportunity to give back to the local community whilst travelling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>People</strong></td>
<td>Social entrepreneurs / Unemployed locals</td>
<td>The Good Hotel sources their labour and food supplies from the local community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Space</strong></td>
<td>Multi-purpose public spaces / Stripped down room design</td>
<td>Public hotel spaces are all interconnected, creating an inviting context for genuine interactions between people - staff &amp; guests. The hotel interiors reflect their surrounding neighbourhood.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Identity</strong></td>
<td>“Pure, contrasted and characterful” Dutch design / Black and white visual identity / “Good” verbal concept</td>
<td>The hotel's identity reflects their origin and strips down the superfluous to focus on their mission.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Services</strong></td>
<td>Full-view selfie mirrors / Premium in-room Bluetooth speakers / Free Wi-Fi for all</td>
<td>A pared back service offering that favours practicality, and lets customers focus on the numerous events offered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Content</strong></td>
<td>The Good Newsletter / Global Good Foundation</td>
<td>The Good Hotel raises awareness around sustainability through their newsletter and funds social causes around the world through their own foundation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Channels</strong></td>
<td>Good Training / Good Health Day / Sustainable Clothes Switch</td>
<td>From hospitality training for the unemployed to a day dedicated to healthy and sustainable living, the hotel reaches out to its community through unexpected channels.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Le Barn in Rambouillet is a 73-room countryside hotel. Formerly an equestrian estate, it’s been fully reinvented by a cutting-edge Parisian design firm. Le Barn attracts city dwellers in need of nature and outdoor entertainment for a truly authentic getaway.

### Component | Element | Description
--- | --- | ---
**Story** | “Escape daily (urban) life” | Tucked away in the Rambouillet Forest, Le Barn invites guests to unwind, reflect and listen to the birds.  
**People** | Chic Parisians / Hobby farmers / Outdoor sports enthusiasts | Le Barn welcomes urbanites who want to reconnect with Mother Nature, and employs a number of sports and outdoor specialists who serve and guide guests.  
**Space** | Large, comfortable rooms / Extensive indoor & outdoor leisure facilities / Country-inspired interior design, art and furniture | The hotel is designed to take full advantage of the surrounding countryside, with beautiful views, extensive outdoor leisure facilities and vegetable and herb gardens. Comfort is emphasised as a more authentic marker of luxury.  
**Identity** | Natural tone photography / Calming verbal identity / Hand-drawn sketches | Le Barn’s identity is somewhere between summer camp in a country house, with a hint of nostalgia. High quality photographs combined with illustrations create an exclusive albeit authentic style.  
**Services** | Dedicated and unstuffy service / Non-invasive tech | The warm service creates an intimate feel, and the tech level is geared towards relaxed entertainment, as well as seminars.  
**Content** | Photography / Custom art | The commissioned art enhances the experience offered by the space and channels.  
**Channels** | Horse whispering classes / Fishing / Gardening / Cooking and gardening workshops | Le Barn connects with guests through immersive outdoor activities and indoor workshops, delivering their promise of a respite from city life.
The Stratford is a 145-room hotel in a 135-metre London skyscraper, offering impeccable facilities and stunning views across the city. Geared towards demanding professionals, it features multiple long-stay lofts, as well as several sky gardens.

### Content
- **Sky garden / Sunrise yoga & singing bowl / Meditation, Artist Collective (Workinonit) / Creative forecast events**
  - Astrology events to read the stars, open-mic nights and fitness events – the Stratford offers activities to build their vertical community.

### Services
- **In-room business & conferencing equipment / In-room spa services**
  - The Stratford delivers 5-Star service, with special attention to services for professionals seeking a healthy work-life balance.

### Identity
- **Art deco inspired logo / Modern sans-serif fonts / Pastel colour palette / Confident tone of voice**
  - The hotel cleverly mixes classic and contemporary elements. The result? A timeless identity.

### People
- **Bankers / Lawyers / Design enthusiasts**
  - The Stratford gathers a "vertical community" of sophisticated, creative and environmentally conscious individuals.

### Space
- **Rooms and lofts for rent / Sky garden / Bar, brasserie and lounge / 24h gym / Modern furniture / Natural woods and warm metals**
  - Combining a hotel and long-stay apartments, the interiors of the Stratford fuses Scandinavian style with old-world opulence.

### Story
- **“Creative High Life”**
  - The Stratford brings together a community of elite creatives to connect, collaborate and unwind.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Story</td>
<td>“Creative High Life”</td>
<td>The Stratford brings together a community of elite creatives to connect, collaborate and unwind.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People</td>
<td>Bankers / Lawyers / Design enthusiasts</td>
<td>The Stratford gathers a “vertical community” of sophisticated, creative and environmentally conscious individuals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space</td>
<td>Rooms and lofts for rent / Sky garden / Bar, brasserie and lounge / 24h gym / Modern furniture / Natural woods and warm metals</td>
<td>Combining a hotel and long-stay apartments, the interiors of the Stratford fuses Scandinavian style with old-world opulence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity</td>
<td>Art deco inspired logo / Modern sans-serif fonts / Pastel colour palette / Confident tone of voice</td>
<td>The hotel cleverly mixes classic and contemporary elements. The result? A timeless identity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td>In-room business &amp; conferencing equipment / In-room spa services</td>
<td>The Stratford delivers 5-Star service, with special attention to services for professionals seeking a healthy work-life balance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>The GROW initiative</td>
<td>The hotel grows vegetables on an organic farm to have an environmental impact.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channels</td>
<td>Sky garden / Sunrise yoga &amp; singing bowl / Meditation, Artist Collective (Workinonit) / Creative forecast events</td>
<td>Astrology events to read the stars, open-mic nights and fitness events – the Stratford offers activities to build their vertical community.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Casa Cook, created by now-defunct British travel agency Thomas Cook, is a boutique resort chain aimed squarely at affluent millennials. The adults-only properties emphasize wellbeing for the body and soul and are deeply inspired by the Greek concept of “parea” — the celebration of people coming together and sharing good times.
About Creative Supply

Creative Supply is a Zurich-based company specialised in brand strategy. Blending creativity with business strategy, Creative Supply helps people and organisations transform their brand in order to reach their goals. Its diverse list of consulting clients covers industries ranging from manufacturing to hospitality and education, and includes household names such as ABB, Kempinski and Lancôme. The Creative Supply Academy also offers thousands of people the opportunity to expand their knowledge—from mastering the art of storytelling to building their personal brand.

Get in touch

If you enjoyed this report, and would like to learn more about our other projects and publications, please visit our website and follow us on LinkedIn.

If you have comments regarding the report, or would like to get in touch with the Creative Supply Team, please drop us a line at hello@creativesupply.com
The *Hotel Concept Handbook* is the ultimate hands-on guide for ambitious hoteliers who want to create or refine their hotel concept, and challenge today’s vision of hospitality.